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Journal citation reports 2019

The Journal Citation Report, published today, delivers new benefits to enhance users' understanding of journal performance and a rich array of publisher-independent data, according to the Web of Science Group. According to the organization, which is part of Clarivate Analytics, the 2019 edition aggregates the meaningful context of quotes created by the research community
through data, metrics and analysis of high-quality scientific journals around the world. The Journal Citation Report (JCR) is the only journal report of its kind that is complete and editorially selective; it contains all the data that indexes the value and impact of each journal by recording all quotations in the journal, including non-article material such as editorials and policy-relevant
comments. It also allows a better understanding of the status of publications in a journal by recording and highlighting a network of links linking one journal to another, while identifying key stakeholders, institutionally and internationally, who run the journal community. The structured data curator is a global team that continuously evaluates and selects collections of journals, books,
and conference procedures on the Web in the Basic Scientific Collection to ensure the accuracy of the audit impact assessment. These expert analyses allow researchers, publishers, editors, librarians and financiers to discover the main drivers of journal value for different audiences, making better use of the wide range of data and metrics available in JCR, including the Journal
Impact Factor (JIF). Keith Collier, managing director of publishing services at the Web of Science Group, said: Millions of scientific articles are published every year, containing tens of millions of quotes. Each quote is a meaningful link between two pieces of research that demonstrates how research is related. JCR will take all this selective, structured and comprehensive quote
data and pass it on to the research community so they can make better decisions, leading to better results. The journal selection underpinning the JCR shall be informed on the basis of more than 50 years of experience in the development of a substantive summons index, which is incompatible. This value is based on a proven and reliable selection process, as the journals
included are selected on the basis of balanced criteria between research cultures and regional areas, as well as on the full indexing of all documents to be included and not excluded. This meticulous attention and care is the reason why JCR has endured the test of time to become part of the fabric of the research society. The Web of Science Group highlights the most important
developments of 2019 as follows: Journals selected for inclusion: The database is to reflect the incessant development of research and scholarship, allowing researchers to explore new areas and see what previous research impacts and developing areas. This year, 283 journals were added, 108 of which are fully open access. The JCR report reflects the cover value indexing of
2.3 million articles, reviews and other source articles. The 11,877 journals hail from 81 countries on five continents; New categories have been added: Careful management of the subjects that are the subject of journal organisation is essential to maintain a logical content relationship within the category and to ensure that the categories are relevant to researchers and can
accommodate new areas of research. The report covers 236 disciplines, including three new sciences: quantum science &amp; technology (SCIE), development studies (SSCI) and Regional &amp; Urban Planning (SSCI); and clearing the list: Seventeen journals were silenced from JCR this year to ensure the integrity of the reports, which makes up 0.14% of the journals listed.
JCR is the only reference index that monitors and excludes logs that exhibit abnormal subpoena behavior, including cases where there is evidence of excessive self-summoning and subpoena stacking in the journal. The 2019 update includes new benefits that build on 2018 innovations that have provided users with richer, more detailed information to better understand magazine
performance: An improved article match retrieval link service so publishers can directly reference the Journal's profile page and promote this link on their website; Print/download the entire Journal profile page via the Printable Version links; New graphs showing the Journal's percentile rank in a category by JCR year within the Journal Impact Factor Tile, and the journal's key
indicators from the Journal profile page; and the ability to split unpublished items by article and view quoted and quoted journal data on the new JCR profile page. Citation data, impact and impact metrics, as well as indicators in JCR, are a vital resource for the entire research community: publishers, librarians, financiers, institutions and individual scientists. Publishers use JCR to
understand how their diaries perform and compare them to those in their discipline. Librarians use it to understand which journals are most important to the success and work of their institutions and researchers, and which journals they subscribe to. JCR is used by researchers as a definitive list and guide to discover and select the best journals to read and publish their research
results. Visit the Journal Citation Reports web site to review all available data, metrics, and analysis. On June 20, Clarivate Analytics' Web of Science Group released the 2019 Journal Citation Reports (JCR). This latest release extends the run to a event, which dates back nearly half a century. During this time, JCR has evolved, its measurements of journal evaluation have been
refined, refined, This year is no exception, as JCR continues to progress from the vehicle of summons-based log metrics to the comprehensive platform for log intelligence. The 2019 release accelerates JCR expansion, with new data points providing a deeper context and a more detailed view of the many elements that enhance log performance. This array of information also
brings greater insight, not only to a particular journal's value judged by the scientific community, but to the full location of communication and progress in research. Highlights: The 2019 edition (which relates to data compiled for 2018) reflects a year in which the publishing of journals has continued to evolve. including 283 titles new to the JCR – 108 of them are fully open-access
research and scholarships representing 81 countries among undercover journals, 64% demonstrate an increase in Journal Impact Factor (JIF) to 90% of the 236 research categories, an increase in the aggregate JIF after a thorough examination of abnormal citation behavior, 17 journals suppressed the 2019 JCR to ensure the integrity of the data. New 2019 Last year's release of
JCR introduced a redesigned log profile page for each log entry. In addition to transparent details of the JIF calculation, including the relative contribution of different document types, the profile page offers additional specifics and contexts. For example, users can conclude that the most significant contributions can be established between individual papers, institutions and
countries/regions. For 2019, the journal profile page and JCR as a whole are continuous refinement and additions: enhanced graphics that track the journal's percentile rank in a category by JCR year, unpublished elements of the journal by article breakdown and review, communication of a deeper picture of journal performance referenced and quoted journal data, a summary of
key indicators and indicators trend graph enhanced article Match Retrieval link service, which allows publishers and other users to directly link to the Journal Profile Page and promote a link to their website that reflects new research concentration, in addition to three new topic categories: Quantum Science &amp; Technology (Science Citation Index Expanded), Development
Studies (Social Science Quote Index [SSCI]) and Regional and Urban Planning (SSCI) Which in the 2019 edition has not changed , is the mission of JCR to provide a thorough, publisher-independent, multi-faceted view of journal performance, reflecting the world's highest quality scientific and scientific literature. Publishers, librarians, researchers and others depend on JCR to
track specific titles, inform the maintenance of journal collections, and identify the most appropriate journals to publish them in. Meticulous selection and healing of the best journals, continuous editorial vigilance and quality control data integrity and the development of new measures, the common national photographic group will remain an essential resource. Visit the Journal
Citation Reports web site to review all available data, metrics, and analysis. Available.
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